Abstract. Several applied problems may produce large sparse matrices with a small number of dense rows and/or columns, which can adversely affect the performance of commonly used direct solvers. By posing the problem as a saddle point system, an unconventional application of a null space method can be employed to eliminate dense rows and columns. The choice of null space basis is critical in retaining the overall sparse structure of the matrix. A one-sided application of the null space method is also presented to eliminate either dense rows or columns. These methods can be considered techniques that modify the nonzero structure of the matrix before employing a direct solver, and may result in improved direct solver performance.
1. Introduction. Modern direct solvers for large sparse linear systems usually consist of three phases: a symbolic analysis phase, a numerical factorization phase, and a solution phase, with some approaches combining aspects of symbolic and numerical factorization [19] . Much of the recent advancements in the efficiency of these solvers can be attributed in no small part to advances in algorithms used in the symbolic phase, which examines the structure of the coefficient matrix, i.e. the pattern of zero/nonzero entries. A thorough analysis of the structure lends intelligence that helps algorithms avoid numerical operations on zero entries, order rows and/or columns for a more efficient numerical factorization, reduce the amount of fill (zero entries being converted to nonzeros) in LU factorizations, and results in more efficient data structures and memory allocation. Thus the structure of the coefficient matrix imparts significant influence on the efficiency in solving a large sparse linear system via direct methods.
This contrasts with iterative methods, the efficiency of which may be influenced greatly by the condition number of the coefficient matrix. To improve the potential performance of iterative methods, preconditioning techniques have been studied extensively [4] . In essence, preconditioning can be thought of as a modification of the linear system prior to solution with the intention of improving iterative solver performance.
A preconditioning analogue for direct solvers would be a technique that modifies the nonzero structure of the coefficient matrix prior to entering the symbolic analysis phase of a modern direct solver, with the intention of realizing gains in solver performance. This sort of approach can be thought of as a prestructuring technique. One potential pitfall encountered in the symbolic analysis phase of a direct solver is the presence of one or more "dense" rows in an otherwise sparse coefficient matrix. Here the definition of dense will be taken from [19] : a row of an n × n matrix is dense if it contains more than 10 √ n entries. The work presented here develops a prestructuring technique that may improve the performance of the direct solver by removing dense rows (as well as a dense columns) from the structure of the matrix.
The general approach to this technique will be derived from posing the linear system as a saddle point system. Several applications of numerical methods result in large, sparse systems of linear equations M u = b where
where M ∈ R (n+m)×(n+m) is invertible, n ≥ m, A ∈ R n×n , B 1 , B 2 ∈ R m×n , C ∈ R m×m , x, f ∈ R n , and y, g ∈ R m . Matrices M with the structure in (1.1) with B 1 = B 2 are referred to as generalized saddle point matrices. Saddle point problems arise in several contexts, including computational fluid dynamics and solid mechanics, constrained optimization problems, optimal control, circuit analysis, economics, and finance. Consequently, the numerical solution of saddle point problems is a rich field of study -a comprehensive survey of methods for solving saddle point linear systems is given in [5] . In several of the aforementioned applications, M and/or A often have a structure that makes modern direct solvers a popular choice.
Most solution approaches for saddle point problems are designed to exploit the structure of M and properties that A, B 1 , and B 2 might also satisfy. Null space methods, also known as reduced Hessian or force methods, constitute one class of solution techniques for saddle point problems when C = 0. They have arisen in several contexts, including constrained optimization [15] , structural and fluid mechanics [54, 2] , electrical engineering [13] , and, more recently, mixed finite element approximation of Darcy and Stokes problems [3, 49, 47, 48] and continuum models for liquid crystals [58] .
Of particular interest in the current context is the situation when n is large, A is sparse, m is very small, rank(A) ≥ n − m, and one or both of B 1 , B 2 contain dense rows. In this case M may be referred to as a "bordered" system [33, 34] as the possiblydense blocks B 2 and B T 1 border the sparse matrix A. This situation can occur in finite element approximation of PDEs in which a constraint (such as a particular unknown having zero mean over the spatial domain) is enforced on a subset of unknowns via a global scalar Lagrange multiplier. Systems with this particular structure can also arise in numerical continuation methods for large nonlinear systems of equations which are parametrized with respect to a pseudo-arclength parameter [43, 44, 45, 46] . Other applications that can result in the presence of at least one dense row and/or column in a sparse matrix include optimization, least squares, and circuit analysis [50] .
The general principle behind null space methods is to characterize the null space of the constraint (off-diagonal) operators in a saddle point system and use that characterization to reduce the saddle point system to two significantly smaller systems with nice properties of size (n − m) × (n − m) and m × m. Thus, most applications of null space methods are geared towards problems where n − m is small. Another particular advantage of null space methods is that the matrix A need not be invertible. The main drawback of a null space method is the work required to compute null bases for the matrices B 1 and B 2 . In general this can be a difficult problem [16, 17] and even more so when the matrix Z k , whose columns form a basis for the null space of B k , is required to have additional properties, such as sparsity or orthogonality [29, 56] . The null space method also requires C = 0.
The objective of this paper is to consider an unconventional application of a null space method to (1.1) when m is small and at least one of B 1 or B 2 is dense. The null space method can eliminate the dense row and column from the linear system while retaining as much of the sparse structure in A as possible, thereby preserving properties of A that make it attractive for direct linear solvers. With the right choice of null bases (of dimension n−1) the resulting system can often be solved in a fraction of the time of the original system using direct solvers. While a typical application of the null space method is designed to significantly reduce the overall size of the linear systems involved but requires significant overhead in computing the null basis, the application of a null space method described here only reduces the size of the overall system (1.1) by m + 1 equations and m + 1 unknowns and the null basis is easy to compute. Therefore, the techniques developed here can be viewed as prestructuring techniques for systems with dense rows or columns before solution with a direct solver.
The method presented here can also be applied when one of B 1 or B 2 is not dense, and can be applied to matrices with dense rows and/or columns anywhere in the matrix by first performing row or column interchanges to arrive at the structure given in (1.1). A "one-sided" application of the null space method to systems with C = 0 will also be developed which, when employed to remove dense rows, can increase solver performance.
It should be noted that several numerical algorithms for bordered systems arising in continuation methods and other applications have been studied [10, 8, 9, 12, 11, 32, 33, 7] and may be applied to (1.1) when B 1 or B 2 is dense. Several of these bordering/block-elimination/deflation methods require finding bases of the left and right null spaces of A, or require C = 0 in (1.1) and a (potentially dense) rank-1 update of A. Other techniques for dealing with dense rows that have arisen in the study of solving linear least squares problems include splitting algorithms [60] as well as matrix stretching [1, 35] , which increases the size of the coefficient matrix to modify the sparsity pattern, thereby reducing the effect of dense rows. However, no existing methods for dealing with dense rows in sparse matrices are known to maintain or reduce the overall size of the problem and retain the overall sparsity and structural properties (such as bandedness) of the remainder of the coefficient matrix.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, the mathematical background is described, and an example of how a dense row can affect certain aspects of direct solver performance are explored. In Section 3, the general null space method for reducing the system (1.1) is described, as well as a one-sided null space method. In Section 4, the particular approach for constructing the null space basis is given. Several numerical examples of the method applied to particular problems are presented Section 5, which demonstrate the utility of the method to varying degrees, and a brief summary is given in Section 6.
Background and Motivation.
2.1. Notation and Definitions. Throughout this paper, matrices and matrix blocks will be represented with capital letters (including blocks that have only one row or column), and vectors will be represented as block matrices or with boldface lowercase letters. The matrix A is comprised of entries (a ij ), and the ith row of A is given by A i * . The jth column of A is denoted by A * j or a j . The Euclidean norm of the vector x is x and the infinity norm is denoted x ∞ . The number of nonzero entries in a matrix or vector will be denoted by | · |. The rest of the paper will ignore numerical cancellation, that is, the conversion of nonzero entries to zero entries via numerical operations.
For a matrix A ∈ R n×m , the range (column space) of A is
and the null space of A is denoted by
When the set of vectors in the range or null space come from a particular subspace V of R n or R m , these will be denoted by R(A|V) or N (A|V), respectively. An m × n matrix A with m ≥ n has the Hall property if every set of k columns, 1 ≤ k ≤ n, contains nonzeros in at least k rows, and A has the strong Hall property when every set of k columns, 1 ≤ k ≤ n − 1, contains nonzeros in at least k + 1 rows.
Graphs are defined by vertex and edge sets. Vertices will be denoted by number; i, j represents a directed or undirected edge between vertices i and j, in which case vertices i and j are adjacent. The degree of a vertex i is the number of adjacent vertices, which is also the number of edges that originate or terminate at vertex i. The indegree and outdegree are the number of edges leading into and out of a vertex of a directed graph, respectively.
It will be useful to describe the nonzero pattern of a matrix using a bipartite graph: for a general m × n matrix A, the bipartite graph H(A) consists of row vertices 1 , 2 , . . . , m , column vertices 1, 2, . . . , n, and edges i , j when A ij = 0. In this paper the convention will be to display row vertices along a horizontal line below the horizontal line containing the column vertices. Additionally, with bipartite graphs, the direction of edges are obvious so arrows will be suppressed.
The layered graph L(AB) of a matrix product AB is a graph with three rows of vertices: it is the graph H(B) placed on top of the graph H(A) so that the column vertices of A are the row vertices of B. The layered graph is easily generalized to represent the product A 1 A 2 · · · A r . There is a path from vertex i to vertex j in a directed (or undirected) graph if there is a sequence of vertices (v 1 , v 2 , . . . , v k ) such that v 1 = i, v k = j, and v is adjacent to v +1 for 1 ≤ < k.
To illustrate how the nonzero pattern of the product of sparse matrices is determined from the associated layered graph, the following result, adapted from Proposition 1 of [14] , will be utilized.
Lemma 2.1. Let A ∈ R m×n and B ∈ R n×p . Assuming no numerical cancellation, 1. The number of nonzero entries in the ith row of AB equals the number of B column vertices in the layered graph L(AB) of AB that the ith row vertex of A reaches via directed paths. 2. The number of nonzero entries in the ith column of AB is equal to the number of A row vertices in the layered graph L(AB) of AB that can reach the ith column vertex of B. An example of the application of Lemma 2.1 is illustrated below. In (2.1) the nonzero entries of each of A and B are represented with ×, and Figure 2 .1 gives the layered graph L(AB). Each possible path from a row vertex of A on the bottom row to a column vertex of B on the top row gives a nonzero entry in C = AB, provided there is no numerical cancellation. 2.2. Dense Rows/Columns and Direct Solvers. While a complete analysis of the effect that a dense row and/or column has on all aspects of particular direct solvers is beyond the scope of this work, a brief discussion and some examples of easily observed phenomena will be presented.
During symbolic analysis, solvers typically employ directed and/or undirected graph data structures and algorithms for analyzing the nonzero pattern of a sparse matrix. This in turn is often used to allocate memory to store the L and U factors of the matrix, as well as determine row or column orderings that may reduce the amount of fill encountered during the numerical factorization. The reference [19] provides a broad summary of data structures and graph algorithms for direct Cholesky, QR, and LU factorization procedures. Summarizing several published theoretical results [28, 25, 27] , Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 of [19] specify the following about the strong Hall matrix A, where P A = LU (with P determined by partial pivoting) and A = QR (the QR factorization), assuming no numerical cancellation:
1. An upper bound for the structure of U is given by the structure of R.
2. An upper bound for the structure of L is given by the structure of V , the lower trapezoidal matrix of Householder vectors used in the QR factorization of A. An elimination tree [59] is a data structure that is used in many aspects of direct solvers, including storage, row and column ordering, and symbolic and numeric factorization. For a matrix M satisfying the strong Hall property, the column elimination tree [24, 57] of M is the elimination tree of M T M , and it can be used to predict potential intercolumn dependencies. Recent work has pointed to the row merge tree [53, 36, 37] , based on the row merge matrix [26] , as an alternative for structure prediction and can be employed for matrices satisfying only the Hall property. These trees and related structures are employed to develop upper bounds on the number of nonzeros in Q, R, L, or U by various means.
However, the presence of a dense row in M could lead to significant, if not catastrophic, fill during the elimination process. In fact, the presence of a full row in a matrix M implies that M T M is completely full, which results in a column elimination tree of full height. Additionally, the row merge matrix of M will also be full. Together these may lead to overestimates of column dependencies and the number of nonzeros in the L and U factors of M and adversely affect several aspects of solver performance. Additionally, dense columns may affect algorithms that are used to determine row and column orderings that minimize fill [18, 19, 21, 22] , especially when A is not SPD or has some zero diagonal entries.
Example of Symbolic Analysis with a Dense Row and Column.
The MATLAB computing environment, which utilizes the UMFPACK solver [18] for sparse, square, nonsymmetric matrices, provides a symbolic factorization command (symbfact(M,'col')) that returns upper-bound estimates on the number of nonzeros in the numerical factorization of a matrix, as well as the column elimination tree. Additionally, MATLAB provides a spparms setting that can display detailed information about the sparse matrix algorithms employed when the MATLAB linear solve (\) is executed.
Assume m = 1. Here let M be a (lower-right pointing) arrowhead matrix, which for m = 1 consists of a diagonal A, dense rows B 1 and B 2 , and nonzero C. Arrowhead matrices, which satisfy the Hall property, arise in several applications [51] , and one solution approach consists of transforming arrowhead matrices to tridiagonal matrices via chasing algorithms [61, 52] . Set A = I n in (1.1) and B 2 to be a random n-vector with entries between 0 and 1 (generated by the sprand() function) and C = 1. The column B T 1 is a full random n-vector (|B 1 | = n) stored in sparse format. The sparse matrix M is formed and then a symbolic factorization is computed. The objective of this example is to demonstrate how the density of B 2 affects the upper-bound estimates for L and U formed in the numerical factorization of M , as well as the height of the column elimination tree. All computations were performed using MATLAB R2014a. Table 2 .1 presents statistics reported by symbfact() and spparms('spumoni',2) for n = 10
4 . In the table • "symb time" represents the time required for symbfact();
• h is the height of the column elimination tree;
• "|L + U |" represents the symbolic upper bound on the number of nonzero entries in L + U ; • "|L + U |" is the true number of nonzero entries once the actual LU factorization in executed, and • "solve time" is the time required to execute x=M\b, where b is a sparse random n + 1-vector. All timing results are obtained using MATLAB's tic and toc functions and reported as seconds. It is observed that the symbolic factorization time, the height of the column elimination tree, and the upper bound on nonzeros in L + U grows in proportion to |B 2 | and not |M |. As |B 2 | ranges from 0 to 10 4 , the number of nonzeros in M increases only by 50%, while the amount of storage allocated for LU factorization increases by a factor of 2500, potentially affecting the performance of the direct solver. In actuality, the time required for solving a linear system with coefficient matrix M and the true number of nonzeros in |L + U | scale more closely with |M |. For much larger n (as will be reported in Section 5) however, this may not be the case.
Null Space Methods.
Here the general null space method for (1.1) is outlined. Further exposition and details can be found in [5] for the case B 1 = B 2 and C = 0, and [38] for B 1 = B 2 . The first part of this section assumes C = 0, and subsequently a variant of the null space method for C = 0 is described. Table 2 .1: Solver statistics for M with n = 10 4 and increasing density of B 2 .
and
As remarked in [38] , if B 1 ∈ R m×n has full row rank, then dim R(B is invertible, then B 2 has full row rank. The null space method requires 1. a particular solution x * of B 2 x = g; 2. a matrix Z 1 ∈ R n×(n−m) whose columns form a basis for N (B 1 ); 3. a matrix Z 2 ∈ R n×(n−m) whose columns form a basis for N (B 2 ). The algorithm proceeds by setting
as B 2 Z 2 = 0. Substituting x into the first equation of (1.1) we have
which reduces to, as
as B 1 Z 1 = 0. This problem has a unique solution, as shown below. Proof. Let v ∈ R n−m and assume that Z
, so it is also the case that w ∈ R(A|N (B 2 )). Thus w ∈ R(A|N (B 2 )) ∩ R(B T 1 ), and therefore Theorem 3.1 implies (3.2), so w = AZ 2 v = 0. This in turn implies Z 2 v ∈ N (A), and thus condition (3.1) implies Z 2 v = 0. Hence Z T 2 Z 2 v = 0, and since rank(Z
n−m guarantees v = 0, completing the proof. Once v is found in (3.5), x is obtained via (3.3), and y is solved by premultiplication of (3.4) by B 1 to obtain the m × m system 
) for y. It should be noted that when g = 0 (as is often the case in several applications), the particular solutionx found in Step 3 of Algorithm 3.4 can simply be the trivial solution. As remarked in the Introduction, the null space method is traditionally attractive when n − m is small, as the systems in steps 4 and 6 of Algorithm 3.4 are both much smaller than the (n + m) × (n + m) system (1.1). However, when m is small, this method can be very efficient at transforming the (n + m) × (n + m) system M v = b (where at least one of B 1 and B 2 are dense) to a reduced system of size (n − m) × (n − m) that retains the sparse structure of A, perhaps making it more suitable for direct solvers.
3.2.
A One-Sided Null Space Method For C = 0. As noted in [5] , the null space method cannot be applied directly to the situation when M has a nonzero (2, 2) block, i.e., when C = 0 in (1.1). However, the null space method can be applied when the system (1.1) is augmented with an auxiliary variable w to obtain
It is clear that the invertibility of M implies the invertibility ofM . As opposed to eliminating both B 1 and B 2 from the system simultaneously, this can act as a "onesided" null space method to eliminate one of B 1 or B 2 in one execution of Algorithm 3.4. Rewriting (3.7) as
and settinĝ
Since the coefficient matrix in (3.9) is invertible, Theorem 3.3 applies and therefore the null space method can be utilized. Note that the null basisẐ 1 forB 1 is simplŷ
and premultiplication ofÂ byẐ 
wherex * = x * y * T is the particular solution toB 2x = g. with coefficient matrix
where B 2 and C have been eliminated. Note that when C is invertible, (3.10) implies Z C = −C −1 B 2 Z 2 and the coefficient matrix in (3.11) is just the Schur complement of C in M timesẐ 2 . When this is the case, Z 2 can be chosen such that B 2 Z 2 = 0, thereby implying Z C = 0 and reducing (3.11) to
While this one-sided approach may not be practical when m 1, when m is small this can be easily be employed to eliminate a small number of dense rows or columns. Also note that there is no need to solve for w. A summary of the procedure is given below: Algorithm 3.5 (One-Sided Null Space Method for M ).
1. FindẐ 2 = Z 2 Z C whose columns form a basis for the null space of B 2 C .
2. Find x * and y * such that B 2 x * + Cy * = g.
Alternatively, if the objective is to eliminate the column B T 1 in (3.7), permute the last two columns ofM so thatB 1 = B 1 C T .
4. The Null Space Method for Dense Rows and Columns. In this section the null space method to eliminate a dense row and/or column from M in (1.1) will be described. Here it is assumed that M is invertible and B 1 = B 2 = B. The algorithm for constructing Z developed here can certainly be applied to the case B 1 = B 2 for the null space method described in Algorithm 3.4.
4.1. Constructing Z for m = 1. To clearly illustrate the construction of the null space basis, in this section it will be assumed that m = 1. The task is to compute a basis for the (n − 1)-dimensional subspace of R n that is the null space of the row vector B. For any m, a standard choice for Z (from [5] ) is to permute the columns of B by multiplication of a suitable permutation matrix P to obtain BP = B b B n , where B b is m × m and nonsingular, and then construct Z as
This ensures that BZ = 0. Such a Z is known as a fundamental basis [55] , and it is clearly desirable for B b to be easy to invert or factor. As mentioned previously, this may be a difficult task for a larger m, however, for the case m = 1 considered here the construction of Z can be computed in O(n) time.
As there must be at least one nonzero entry in
However, this seemingly natural choice for Z is not practical. While this construction is sparse (with exactly (|B| − 1) + (n − 1) = n + |B| − 2 nonzero entries) it has a severe disadvantage when employing a null space method, as a dense B implies the first row of Z is also dense, which can have a drastic effect on the sparsity of products of the form Z T AZ. In fact, if |B| = n, the product Z T I n Z = Z T Z will be completely full, as is illustrated in Figure 4 .1. Since the outdegree of vertex 1 in Z is n, the layered graph L(Z T Z) contains a path from every row index of Z T to every column index of Z. Thus, the only situation in which Z T AZ will not be a full matrix is when there are no nonzero entries in the first column of A. Thus, an alternate method for constructing the null space basis Z that allows Z T AZ to retain as much of the original sparse structure of A as possible is desired. To achieve this, Z should be constructed so that the outdegree of all rows of Z is as small as possible. Following the general principle that each column z j of Z must be constructed so that Bz j = 0, an alternate approach can be derived from using only a single nonzero entry in B to eliminate a subsequent nonzero entry. Again, without loss of generality, assume that b 1 = 0, and also let b m represent the last nonzero entry in B (m ≤ n). The first step is to find the next nonzero entry in B, as it will be used with b 1 to produce a null vector. Starting with j = 1 + 1, if b j = 0, then column z j of Z will simply be set to e j ∈ R n (the elementary basis vector for index j), as this will imply Bz j = 0. If a nonzero b j is found, then the first column z 1 of Z is all zeros with the exception of a 1 in entry 1 and −b 1 /b j in entry j. This ensures that Bz 1 = 0. The algorithm resumes by setting i equal to j and then seeking the next nonzero entry in B. The above procedure is repeated until the last nonzero entry b m is encountered. At this point, m − 1 linearly independent columns z k , k = 1, . . . , m − 1, have been constructed, and Bz k = 0 for each k. It remains to add n−m more linearly independent columns to Z. Since the n − m entries b m+1 = b m+2 = · · · = b n = 0, simply add the elementary basis vector e k , m+1 ≤ k ≤ n to complete the construction of Z. The procedure, which requires O(n) operations, is summarized in Algorithm 4.1. In the algorithm, ε represents the smallest number that is to be treated as a numerical nonzero. Depending on the programming environment and sparse data structures employed, the algorithm can be executed very quickly, for example using the find() function and vectorized computations in MATLAB. 
while |b j | < ε do 7:
end while 10:
i ← j 12: end while 13: for i = m to n do 14:
The result of the preceding discussion is summarized below.
Lemma 4.2. For any B ∈ R
1×n with at least one nonzero entry, the columns of Z produced by Algorithm 4.1 form a basis for the (n − 1)-dimensional null space of B. The number of nonzero entries in Z is |B| + n − 2.
While the Z constructed by Algorithm 4.1 has exactly the same number of nonzero entries as the Z given by (4.1), the important characteristic of this Z is that each row and each column have at most 2 nonzero entries. An example of a B and its corresponding Z is given in (4.2), and the general form of Z and L(Z T Z) when |B| = n are given in Figure 4 .2. T AZ| ≤ 4|A|. Proof. The result is shown by bounding the number of nonzero entries in row i of Z T AZ and then summing over the rows. Let i ∈ 1, . . . , n − 1 be a row vertex of Z T . The construction of Z guarantees that the outdegree of vertex i at most 2. Assume the outdegree is 2 and let j i,1 , j i,2 be the column vertices of Z T reached by vertex i in H(Z T ). These column vertices of Z T correspond to the row vertices j i,1 , j i,2 of A, which have outdegree |A ji,1 * |, |A ji,2 * | respectively. Each column vertex of row j i,1 , j i,2 of A corresponds to a row vertex of Z, all of which have an outdegree of at most 2. Thus, the number of possible paths originating from row vertex i in the layered graph of Z T AZ is bounded by
Using part 1 of Lemma 2.1 and summing over the rows of Z T gives the bound
However, the indegree of any column vertex of Z T is at most 2 as well, which guarantees that the indices j i,1 and j i,2 appear at most twice in the right hand side of (4.3). Thus we have 4.2. Conditioning vs. Sparsity. As remarked in [5] , there is a trade-off between good conditioning properties of Z and sparsity. While Algorithm 4.1 can easily be modified so that each column is normalized as it constructed, any orthogonalization process such as Gram-Schmidt on the columns of Z will induce significant fill above (or below) the diagonal. While it is possible to construct an orthogonal basis for N (B) from the last n − 1 columns of Q in the QR factorization of B, in general this is impractical when B is merely a single row and n is large.
However, as the intent of this null space method is to prepare a matrix for a direct solver, conditioning may not necessarily be as significant of a concern as it is when an iterative solver is employed. It is still important to understand the general conditioning properties of Z. For the moment, assume B is full, and let α i = −b i /b i+1 (i.e., the subdiagonal entries of Z). A simple upper bound estimate for the largest singular value σ 1 (Z) of Z can be found using Corollary 2.4.4 of [31] . Writing Z = I n×(n−1) + Z α , we have
where · 2 is the matrix 2-norm. This indicates that the relative sizes of successive nonzero entries in B play a major role in the conditioning of Z, and suggests that permuting the rows/columns of M to achieve a smaller maximum |α| would be advantageous. However, such an approach could destroy any desirable structure properties that A enjoys, such as a small bandwidth.
Lower bounds for the smallest singular value σ n−1 (Z) are not as easy. While several bounds exist in the current literature, the seemingly sharpest bounds to date [63, 62] require quantities raised to powers on the order of n, which is not feasible for large sparse problems. Of course, conditioning is a well-studied problem, therefore an efficient and reliable condition estimator such as MATLAB's condest() applied to Z T Z should be utilized to gauge the potential impact of the null space method on Z T AZ. When the condition number of Z T AZ is very large, gains in solver performance may still be realized by employing the one-sided null space method in Algorithm 3.5. Lemma 4.7. Let B 1 ∈ R m1×n and B 2 ∈ R m2×n have full row rank. Assume the columns of Z 1 ∈ R n×(n−m1) span N (B 1 ), and assume the columns of Z 2 ∈ R (n−m1)×(n−m1−m2) span N (B 2 Z 1 ). Then the columns of Z 1 Z 2 form a basis for the null space of
The nested construction of Z n×(n−m) is given in the algorithm below where B i is the ith row of the m × n block B.
Algorithm 4.8 (Construct Z for m > 1). 1: Construct Z 1 for B 1 using Algorithm 4.1. Construct Z ∈ R (n−i+1)×(n−i) for B i Z i−1 ∈ R 1×(n−i+1) using Algorithm 4.1.
4:
Algorithm 4.8 constructs Z in m applications of Algorithm 4.1, m − 1 matrixvector products, and m − 1 matrix multiplications, each of which are the product of two lower triangular matrices.
Applications of the Method.
Here several applications of the null space method for systems with dense rows and columns are described. In these applications, the null space basis matrix Z is constructed as given in Section 4.1. Numerical results that compare the performance of the null space method versus the standard direct solver are given.
All computations were performed on a Mac Pro with a 3.33 GHz 6-core processor and 32 GB of memory. All matrices arising in finite element methods were assembled using the FreeFEM++ environment [39] . All linear systems were solved using MAT-LAB R2014a. Compiled statistics include the number of nonzeros in M , B 2 (unless obvious), and Z T 1 AZ 2 , as well as • infl, the inflation, which is |Z
• diff, which is x − x * ∞ / x ∞ , where x is the solution computed by the standard solution x=M\b and x * is the solution computed by the null space method; • Ztime, which is the time required to construct Z 1 and Z 2 ;
• NStime, which is the time required for the null space method set up and solution (includes Ztime); • Stime, which is the time required to execute the direct solve x=M\b;
• and speedup, which is Stime/NStime. The MATLAB tic and toc functions were used to capture all timing data.
Arrowhead
Matrices and the One-Sided Null Space Method. In Section 2.3 arrowhead matrices were employed to demonstrate the impact of a dense row on direct solver heuristics. Let m = 1, A = I n , B 1 and B 2 be full vectors (in sparse format) with random entries between 0 and 1, and C = 1. The right-hand side vector b is also full (in sparse format) with random values between 0 and 1. When the one-sided null space method described in Algorithm 3.5 using the null space basis given in Algorithm 4.1 is applied, the (n+1)×(n+1) arrowhead matrix is transformed into an n × n upper triangular matrix, which can be solved very efficiently. Table A Log-scale plot of running times for the one-sided null space method and the standard direct solve for arrowhead matrices for increasing n with |B 1 | = n (left) and increasing |B|/n with n = 250000 (right) .
in Section 2.3, the effect on the increasing density of a row was also analyzed for both methods. Again, A = I n and C = 1, however here B 1 = B 2 = B is a sparse random vector with entries between 0 and 1 with a varying number of nonzero entries. Results for n = 250000 are given in Table A .2, and a plot of the running times for both methods vs. increasing |B|/n is given on the right in 5.1. The standard direct solve time begins to increase sharply when around 10% of the entries in B are nonzero and experiences an overall increase in running time of more than two orders of magnitude over the range of |B|. In contrast, the one-sided null space method run times increase less than one order of magnitude over the entire range of |B|.
Elimination of Mean Zero Constraints in Finite Element
Approximations. Variational problems arising from PDEs often require unknowns to be in specific subspaces of function spaces in order to be well-posed. A very common example of this is the condition that the mean value of the unknown over the spatial domain is zero. When the finite element method is employed to approximate solutions to these problems, conditions such as the mean zero constraint must also be imposed on the finite element subspaces used for approximating the unknowns.
Several software packages and environments are available to implement the finite element method. In many of the more recent packages, the end user merely needs to specify the computational mesh, specify which finite element spaces will be used, and provide the variational form of the problem. While software with these capabilities allows for great flexibility in a very short development time frame, it places certain limitations on the control available to the user. For example, it may be difficult to specify that an unknown is to be restricted to a subspace with a mean zero constraint, and it may be tedious or inefficient to modify the linear systems assembled by the software. Thus, it is often the case that the best way to implement a condition such as the mean zero constraint is via the use of a scalar Lagrange multiplier. In this case, it is straightforward to augment the original linear system produced by the method with an additional row and column that represent the additional degree of freedom and the constraint it represents. In many cases these augmented rows and columns are dense (if not full).
Typically Ω will represent a spatial domain with boundary Γ. Other notation used in this section includes the usual L 2 (Ω) label for the Lebesgue space of squareintegrable functions defined on a spatial domain Ω ⊂ R d (d = 2, 3) with Lipschitz continuous boundary Γ, and
. A subscript of zero on a space indicates that it is the subspace of functions with zero mean. The pairing (·, ·) represents the L 2 inner product. Three examples are presented, each demonstrating a different aspect of the behavior of the method. First, the performance of the null space method is compared to the standard solve for a problem with |B| = n and two different nonzero patterns. Subsequently, a comparison of the null space method's performance on the Stokes and Navier-Stokes problems on the same domain and mesh is given (with |B| around 11% of n). Finally, a comparison of the null space method's performance on a dual-mixed problem with a regular nonzero pattern is compared to similar systems with an irregular nonzero pattern (with |B| around 40% of n). A summary of the comparisons between the null space method and the standard direct solve for largest problem of each of the different examples in given in 
Poisson Problem with Pure Neumann Conditions.
When the Poisson problem −∆u = f in Ω is augmented with a pure Neumann boundary condition ∇u · n = g on Γ, it is only well-posed provided the solution has mean zero over the spatial domain [6] . Employing a scalar Lagrange multiplier to enforce this, the variational problem results in the system
where A is large and sparse with a (usually small) bandwidth, and B ∈ R 1×n is dense, representing Ω u dΩ. In this example, two different spatial domains Ω are used: the first is the unit square in R 2 and the finite element mesh is regular, while the second is a ring-like domain with a Delaunay mesh. Representatives of both meshes are given in Figure 5 .2, and example sparsity plots for both problems are given in Figure  5 .3. Continuous piecewise linear finite elements were employed to approximate u, and |B| = n (completely full).
Results of both the standard solve and null space method are presented in Table  B .1 in Appendix B. For problems of increasing size, using the null space method as a prestructuring technique produces a significant speedup over the original system. A visualization of the performance of both the null space method and the standard solve is given in Figure 5 .4. To investigate how varying nonzero patterns in A may influence the performance of the null space method, the problem was also solved on a ring-like domain that consists of a circle with an elliptic section removed from the center. The null space method and the standard solve are compared in Tables B.2 in Appendix B. In this case, the inflation induced by the null space method is significantly higher than the square domain, almost doubling the number of nonzero entries in M . For this mesh, the number of neighboring elements is generally higher than that of the square mesh, as A averages around 8 nonzero entries per row for the ring-like domain, compared to an average of around 6 nonzero entries per row for the square domain. The problem on the square domain also enjoys a more uniform nonzero pattern than the ring-like domain. Overall, prestructuring the system on the ring-like domain with the null space method does not give much of an improvement over the direct solve of the original system. 
Here u is velocity, p is pressure, and ν ≥ 0 is the kinematic viscosity. Let L 2 (Ω) 0 represent the functions in L 2 (Ω) with zero average. The classical mixed finite element 
The Stokes problem is represented by (5.1) without the nonlinear (u · ∇)u term. To implement the mean zero constraint on p and q, a scalar Lagrange multiplier λ can be introduced, and (5.2)-(5.3) is augmented by adding λ Ω q dΩ to the left hand side in (5.3) and the equation µ Ω p dΩ = 0. Table C .1 gives the results of the Stokes problem using the standard TaylorHood finite elements for velocity and pressure on a rectangular domain [30] . This results in a dense B with around 0.11n nonzero entries. Results obtained for the same computations for the fully nonlinear Navier-Stokes equations are displayed in Table C. 2. An absence of data in the "diff" and "Stime" columns indicates that the standard direct solve was not attempted. In Table C .1 it is observed that the null space method can solve a system with n + 1 = 736030 in less time than the standard direct solve in a system around one fourth of the size (n + 1 = 183076). An example of the sparsity pattern of both M and Z T AZ for the Navier-Stokes problem is given in Figure 5 .5 and the comparison of times is given in Figure 5 .6. While the null space method does not in general demonstrate as much speedup for Navier-Stokes as it does Stokes, it is important to note that several Navier-Stokes systems must be solved during an iterative nonlinear solve, so the speedup will be repeatedly realized.
Dual-Mixed Stokes Problems.
While the velocity and pressure are the primary unknowns in the classical mixed method for the Stokes and NavierStokes equations, the dual-mixed method [40, 41, 42] for Stokes and Navier-Stokes approximates the fluid stress (S), velocity (u), and velocity gradient (G) directly. Specifically, the variational problem is: 
The mean trace zero constraint on (H(div, Ω)) d×d can be relaxed by incorporating a scalar Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ R, yielding the linear system where C is the dense row that represents Ω tr(S) dΩ. Linear systems for the dualmixed Stokes problem (without the A Gu and A uG blocks in (5.5)) were constructed for two different spatial domains in R 2 : a unit square and an irregular-shaped domain. First-order Raviart-Thomas elements for S and discontinuous piecewise linear elements for G and u were employed, resulting in |B| ≈ 0.4n. Comparisons of the sparsity plots for the two different domains are presented in Figure 5 .7. Results from the full null space method and the standard direct solve are given in Tables D.1 and  D. 2, and the comparisons are summarized in Figure 5 .8. The speedup exhibited by the null space method is even greater for the irregular domain, suggesting that the removal of the dense row and column allows the algorithms in the direct solver to take a greater advantage of the lack of structure in the irregular domain problem. This can be observed by examining the supernodal column elimination tree [23] (obtained using the symbolic factorization option of the umfpack2 routine provided by SuiteSparse [20] ) of both M and Z T AZ given for n + 1 = 139616 in Figure 5 .9. Prestructuring M with the null space method effectively reduces the height of the tree from 23220 to 98, vastly reducing the intercolumn dependencies.
6. Summary. The null space methods presented here can provide end users of direct solvers a means to avoid decreases in solver performance primarily due to the presence of dense rows. The methods are easy to implement, and the construction of the null space basis can be done in a fraction of the time required by the linear solver. Several examples demonstrate significant speedup in solving the prestructured system over the original system, however the performance of the methods appears to be limited when the inflation is significant. More investigation is required to determine under what conditions systems with the two-sided or one-sided null space method are more likely to be beneficial. While improvements in direct solver performance are continually advancing the state of the art, the techniques described here will currently allow end users of direct solvers to solve a larger class of problems with existing resources. 
